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Abstract: A static test is a significant test to perform during rocket activity testing. As the name shows, it is performed
under a static condition. The fundamental data to acquire from this sort of test is the rocket thrust force. This paper
portrays a strategy to gauge the thrust force in view of the use of a load cell sensor. In contrast to the past simple
estimation strategies, this review paper proposes the utilization of a computerized estimation strategy. The estimation
results are to be shown in a structure of graphs and tables in a continuous manner, so the distance gone by rocket too as its
speed can be assessed. An estimation strategy in light of the ideal thrust force has been investigated. The estimation
information can by the same token be put away in a data set framework utilizing Microsoft Access or in a microSD card to
work with the adaptability in moving information to different supplies. The idea of rocket thrust stand recreation of room
vehicle elements is introduced, along; with a depiction of a reproduction framework viable for existing test facilities.
Differential conditions are created as contributions to the mechanical actuator in the dynamic strut thrust stand test system
model, equipped for recreating vehicle movement as an element of shown thrust and acceleration increase. The conditions
are adequately general to give recreation to any vehicle having dynamic modes depicted by time-reliant, simple feasible,
differential equations^ as well as laying out engine development concerning an inertially stable reference (connection
point), the test system can add or extract energy into or from the vehicle-engine framework.
Keywords : Static Test Pad, rocket motor testing, static stand

INTRODUCTION:
The Static Test Pad is a test stand intended to direct full-scale static test fires as well as other enormous subsystem trials of
a strong rocket motor. It is frequently performed with PC displaying to describe their thrust curves and Isp in static testing
conditions for the propulsion of a rocket engine. Rocket engine and space-vehicle testing facilities structure no little piece
of the space exertion. Their exactness furthermore, legitimate use can spell the distinction between progress and failure in
such an accurate try. During the last not many years, the accuracy necessities put on thrust and specific impulse
information have fostered a shortcoming in thrust stand elements, especially for frameworks, for example, beat liquid
infusion vector control and little, short-burst vernier rockets. The start and consumption of a rocket engine prompt
consistent state and transient powerful loads into the space vehicle that might influence the presentation of the actual
engine. Similarly significant, the thrust stands dynamic climate might diversely affect engine execution. This paper
presents a target analysis1 of the thrust stand issue by thinking about the space mission reproduction prerequisites. From
the perspective of pushed estimation accuracy, recreation settles the thrust stand elements issue by eliminating the need of
separating thrust stand elements. To achieve vehicle reproduction, a functioning swagger thrust stand was intended for
activity as the result of a constant, vehicle-test system simple. The simple was driven by the power in the swagger and
engine outings, framing a shut circle framework. The core of vehicle reenactment is the meaning of the level of
reenactment to be achieved, the states of vehicle simple strength, the speeding up reference outline, and the simple vehicle
stabilizer framework. Simulator plan conditions are created and introduced.
It is one thing to study rocket propulsion, performance, and thermodynamics, but it is another to test it in a real scenario
and to know how much thrust a specific motor generates. What is the shape of the thrust curve in time? Does the thrust
vary with different types of fuel types and geometry of the grain? Does the ignition affect the burn? What is the total
impulse and how does the specific impulse vary compared to the design values? What information can be obtained from
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the data generated on a static test stand and how can a rocket motor’s performance be analyzed by it? It is all these
questions are tried to be answered in a static test stand, and such a test stand is the center of this study.
The condition of the art2'4 might be summed up as follows.
Current power estimation exactnesses are supposed to be inside ±0.1% when exact alignment frameworks are utilized. The
thrust stands should be direct (or if nothing else precisely characterized) and also, should hold the adjustment all through
the test inside recommended limits. After the information has been observed and recorded, it should be diminished and
deciphered. Each stage presents a blunder. For instance, the thrust bend displayed in Fig. 1 might have been estimated,
recorded, and decreased with outrageous precision, however, the curve's meaning could be a little more obvious.
What is the genuine thrust force at any moment in time? The amount of this demonstrated power level is a component of
the first-request elements impacts, and more terrible, of the greater request elements impacts. Some work has been used
toward evacuation of the first-request elements impacts by presenting electronic parts into the information decrease
process. In any case, nearly nothing data is accessible on the accuracy expected by this process.
It is felt that the future exertion coordinated toward the development of pushed stands should be worried about the goal of
the issue of the elements inside. The three techniques available for managing this issue, then, might be expressed a
Precise depiction of thrust stand elements,
Advancement of high accuracy mass estimation and accelerometer frameworks so the inertial burden might be estimated,
what's more, applied to the engine as a free body to yield the valid thrust and
Advancement of a sufficient reproduction plot with the goal that the shown thrust might be deciphered as the valid thrust,
that is to say, the net power of the engine (counting its elements) on the vehicle. This is a further developed idea of thrust
estimation since it inside incorporates the higher request dynamic consequences for the actual motor. Accordingly, this
review looks to propel the cutting edge by giving a stage around the improvement of precise reproduction in rocket engine
thrust stands.
Thrust-Stand Design Criteria :
Thrust stand elements result basically from the fast thrust development as well as rot rates. Pulsed fluid injection the motor
used for vector control additionally presents novel element issues. Figure 1 shows information from the trial of a little
rocket engine. The quick ascent time incited an impressive overshoot and resulting motions. The ran line is incorporated to
recommend the conceivable genuine thrust level. This figure astonishingly shows the requirement for considering elements
in the thrust stand plan. Past plan measures were affected by mission prerequisites (counting exactness strength
(wellbeing), solidness, flexibility, and straightforwardness. The thought of elements is verifiable in the solidness of
necessity. These outcomes from the response equations;
XM/XS = 1 + [(T/pir) sin(pir/T)]

FIG.1 ACTIVE THRUST STAND [33]
for a solitary level of opportunity framework followed up on by a consistent incline slope capability like a thrust curve,
where xm/xs is the proportion of the most extreme unique reaction to static avoidance under the top burden, T is the
regular time of the stand, also, T is the power rise season of pushed. However long T ^>> T, the thrust stand will (if
describable by a solitary level of opportunity model) follow the push bend with minimal transient overshoot. Shows as far
as possibly expected to characterize the firm remains as an element of the thrust curve.
All the more as of late, there has been some interest in precisely characterizing the push stand progressively and separating
the dynamic impacts from the recorded information. The plan measures would turn out to be to some degree unique since
the great concern would be framework linearity. Despite the fact that linearity necessities have been present starting from
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the start of testing, the linearity examined here would force an impressively more unbending limitation on movement and
on the degrees of opportunity, with the goal that the push stand movement could be depicted precisely by a numerical
model. For this thinking, the ideal push stand then may be one that could be portrayed by a solitary, second-request,
straight differential thinking condition. Since the linearity guideline presents an insoluble issue from a down-to-earth
viewpoint, another arrangement ought to be looked for by first considering the goals of the rocket engine testing. For the
current space exertion, a specific test ought to can be categorized as one of the accompanying classes: essential engine
research (consuming, dependability, and so on), engine assessment and rating (repeatability and levels of thrust and
drive), frameworks checkouts and ecological reproduction.
The initial two classifications show a requirement for a testing stage that gives exact information under-realized testing
conditions, yet, the last two fall into the classification of test systems. In Before, test system test gadgets were generally "a
single shot" bridles or vehicle parts used to precisely look at capabilities and conceivably not push levels by any means.
Here, test system thrust stands will be perceived to be fairly adaptable pushed stands equipped for estimating rocket engine
thrust vehicles. under the natural states of connection to the Indeed, even with the immense contrasts in mission
necessities, most testing offices are endeavoring to utilize the assessment type thrust stand to cover the whole range of
testing.

FIG.2 SIMULATOR DIAGRAM [33]
In any case, the rising accuracy prerequisites are persistently extending the hole among attractive and accessible test
information. Consider the decrease in information dealing with (and ensuing mistakes) in the event that the dynamical
model could be mimicked by the thrust stand. Neither would unessential thrust stand elements be presented nor would it be
important to eliminate any kind of elements. The genuine static thrust could never show up; just the power created at the
connection point to the vehicle would show up. The engine vibratory elements would be implied in this information. With
the entirety of the vehicle frameworks working during engine activity, unsuspected framework coupling and
disappointments brought about by erred dynamic impacts will be uncovered. The weaknesses of full-scale offices are that
they are enormous and costly, and they make extra reproduction like aviation natural reenactment, very troublesome
Different issues confronting these offices are methods of vehicle limitation that permit little movement yet have high
adaptability, flexibility regarding vehicle size, and use during the advancement stage whe3n the engine is free for testing
while the vehicle legitimate is incomplete. It may hence be reasoned that a necessity exists someplace between the current
high unbending nature thrust stand testing and full-scale vehicle and engine gathering flight reproduction.
The dynamic thrust stand will be interpreted to mean an old-style push stand with an extra part in one (or on the other
hand a greater amount of) the swagger individuals which can present or concentrate energy from the framework. The stand
displayed in Fig. 1 has just a single level of possible action. The utilization of the energy source might be contended to
comprise some type of recreation. For instance, assuming holding the nose was wanted of the engine fixed in inertial
space, the dynamic swagger would need to make up for a few adaptabilities. Such movement may be named reproduction
of limitless stand inflexibility. Another conceivable use may be to have the dynamic swagger concentrate energy from the
framework at a rate corresponding to some trademark speed. This would be named damping reproduction. Both of the
prior plans have been utilized with some level of accomplishment albeit no speculations were made concerning the test
system idea.
The last ten years has seen a practically remarkable expansion in the number of model rocket dispatches by specialists and
powerful rockets for academic, outreach purposes as well as exploratory motor design. The development of new advances
like fast prototyping, including 3D printing, is changing the way to deal with rocket engine plans. This has requested a
series of limited scope static fire trials of destined-to-be produced plans to investigate the execution of rocket motors. A
basic method for testing thrust is through a push estimating framework (TMS), which utilizations load cells to identify
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how much thrust is created. The cushion test the rocket motors in various systems of activity by empowering a variety of
boundaries like:Tank pressure ,mass flow rate, Drag aka kick , firing time, Real-time Thrust
Design of the test stand:
Motor orientation:
There are 3 primary sorts of rocket test stands with regards to engine direction. These are level stands, vertical stands with
the nozzle confronting upwards, and vertical stands with the spout confronting downwards. Every one of these directions
enjoys its benefits and detriments. These days the most utilized directions are the level for medium and enormous
measured rockets and the upward direction with the nozzle confronting downwards for huge facilities, in spite of the fact
that as recently expressed in the best in class, a vertical direction with the nozzle confronting upwards could demonstrate
helpful for smaller arrangements.
1. Vertical orientation with the nozzle facing downwards :
(a) It is the most like a genuine situation as the rocket will be flying upwards when launched.
(b) It is the more exact approach to getting the exhibition of the engine, given that the
weight has been considered. As it is in an upward direction, the weight of the rocket should be considered to get
the total specific impulse created by the engine, which for fluid-powered motors would be simpler as the heaviness
of the fuel isn't inside the burning chamber likewise with strong energizes.

FIG3: Test of the Mk IV rocket from the Boston University Rocket Propulsion Group (BURPG).
(c) Additionally, one of the primary drawbacks of utilizing this kind of direction is that as the thrust is projected
upwards, which will intend that in the event that the construction of the test stand isn't as expected fixed or
weighted down with stabilizer or stabilizers it could lift, tip aside or move causing a disastrous failure. This issue
will imply that the general design of the test stand should weigh more than different arrangements.
2. Vertical orientation with the nozzle facing upwards :

FIG.4: Vertical test stand with the nozzle facing upwards developed by Dewayne Doud in 2005.
(a) This calculation enjoys the principal benefit in the push bearing. The way that the push will thrust the construction of
the test stand towards the floor will imply that no stabilizers or fixing designs will be required.
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(b) It is a calculation ideal for little lightweight compact arrangements.
(c) It definitely dislikes considering the weight of the rocket and fuel as in the past case as it is in an upward direction
moreover.
(d) In spite of the fact that it makes the development of the construction more straightforward, it has issues with respect to
the precision of the thrust estimations and the exhibition of the rocket engine. This issue is created by the way that the
direction of the rocket is 180 degrees inverse to what the rocket would be in a genuine case situation.
(e) This may be reflected in the consuming time and following thrust produced by the fuels. It is demonstrated that the
consuming time and advancement of the consuming region are impacted by the direction of the rocket in regard to gravity.
This implies a distinction in the exhibition of the upward position confronting upwards contrasted with confronting
downwards, which will show a greater season of consuming and thus less thrust created.
3. Horizontal orientation :

FIG.5 : Horizontal test stand from Alexander Bruccoleri at Dartmouth College.
(a) The even direction is one of the most involved directions as it gives generally great estimations of the presentation
contrasted with the genuine vertical direction however wipes out a portion of the issues present in an upward direction
with the nozzle confronting downwards.
(b) The even direction dispenses with the need of considering the weight of the engine and the force and in this way takes
out the part of the load into the measurements of the delivered push. It will likewise make it more straightforward for
adjustment purposes.
(c) This direction decreases the expense of development and complex weighting parts contrasted with the vertical
downwards math as it tends to be fixed to the floor or upheld against a wall to fix it. This will decrease the general weight
and intricacy of the construction and lessen the expense of materials.
(d) It should be noticed that this direction despite the fact that it wipes out factors while working out the thrust created,
doesn't furnish with a similar real exhibition as the genuine disposition that the rocket would have in a launch situation.
Despite the fact that it is noted in the paper that the general exhibition of the engine in this direction is intently like the
vertical direction.
It is proven that the burning time and evolution of the burning area are affected by the orientation of the rocket with
respect to gravity. This means a difference in the performance of the vertical position facing upwards compared to facing
downwards, which will show a bigger time of burn and so less thrust generated.

Table1: Experimental results obtained in the experiment.
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Table.2 Ballistic Parameters. [31]
The propellant used for different applications :
Rocket propellant is a well-combined mixture of fuel and oxidizer. The oxidizer provides oxygen for the fuel to burn. In
some cases, a binder can be used for increasing the flexibility of the mixture in the casting process. The ratio of the fuel
and oxidizer can be altered or the combustion chamber parameters can be changed to get different burn rates. The fuel and
oxidizer are commercial grades and available from local suppliers. In this study, the appropriate ratio of fuel and oxidizer
was obtained as follows:
2.1.1. Dark powder. Customarily, the dark powder is ready by dry blending 15% charcoal powder, 10% sulfur powder, and
75% potassium nitrate by weight, and 1 g of dextrin is added per 100 g of the blend. The fixings were combined as one for
almost 2 min in a plastic compartment to forestall electrostatic release. The dark powder can be utilized as a wire ignitor,
as it consumes quickly. The most extreme ignition temperature is around 1400 ℃.
2.1.2. White blended powder. In this review, white powder comprised 65% potassium nitrate and 35% sugar powder by
weight combined well as one. The last blended white powder can retain the dampness in the air; thus, it should be kept
fixed in a hermetically sealed compartment whenever implied for some time in the future. The ignition temperature of the
white blended powder was roughly 1200-1300 ℃.
2.1.3. Rocket Sweets or R-Candy. This fuel utilized in our review contained a mix of sugar syrup, potassium nitrate, and
sugar powder in the proportion of 65%, 18%, and 17% by weight, separately. In this exploration, the rocket candy was
arranged to utilize an electric pot, as should be visible in figure 2 At first, the sugar syrup was warmed to bubbling
temperature. Then, at that point, sugar powder and potassium nitrate were blended in it and the syrup was warmed until it
began bubbling once more, after which the electric pot was switched off also, and the hot blend filled the molds. The
ignition temperature of R-Candy was roughly 1347 ℃
RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT MOTORS:
The rocket engines numbers one to four, which utilized white blended powder, gave the absolute drive of roughly 100 N∙s,
which is like that of a class G rocket. The end burning time not entirely set in stone as around 30 s using the camera
recorder. The underlying force weight was around 78- 82 g and the typical thrust was around 3.2-3.6 N. The all-out drive
was determined as roughly 98-110 N∙s and the greatest thrust was estimated by a computerized weight as roughly 83-103
N. In any case, the most extreme thrust of rocket engine number one couldn't be estimated, as the ignition chamber
liquefied and fostered an opening of roughly 2-mm measurement in light of the fact that its consuming time was longer
than that of different parts. In light of the outcomes, rocket engine number two gave the greatest thrust utilizing the
dissimilar nozzle. The intensity transition was around 0.35-0.44 MW, accepting that the warm conductivity of PVC is 0.19
W/(m K) and its liquefying point is roughly 160 ℃ [12-13]. The outcomes for the white blended powder rocket engine
should be visible in table 3, expecting to be simply the specific impulse (Isp) of the white blended powder and R-Candy [12] is around 130 s. The aggregate drive (I) can be determined as:
=(Wp)∙ ( ),
where I is the total impulse, Wp is the propellant weight, and Isp is the specific impulse.
ROCKET
NUMBER
1
2

BURNING
[SEC]
32
30

TIME

PROPELLANT
WEIGHT[G]
82.8
85.5
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AVERAGE
THRUST[N]
3.29
3.63

TOTAL
IMPULSE[N.S]
105.59
109.36

MAXIMUM
THRUST[N]
99.51
103.6
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3
4

27
28

76.5
3.69
97.32
93.3
77.5
3.76
98.52
83.8
TABLE 3: Testing results for the white mixed powder rocket motors.[29]
The R-Candy rocket engine numbers one to four were sorted as rocket classes G, H, and I since the total impulse inside 80160, 160-320, and 320-640 N∙s [14]. The awareness of the advanced scale was not exceptionally precise on the grounds
that the greatest thrust shifted during the test, as displayed in table 4. However, rockets numbers 4 and 5 failed and
detonated. There are a few purposes behind this, which incorporate the projecting system of R-Candy, arrangement of the
force sections, and extension region proportion of the nozzle. It tends to be seen in tables 1 and 2 that the mass of the force
increments with the complete drive, on account of which it couldn't distinguish and record the information for white
blended powder and R-Candy. The computerized thrust through information procurement was created to at the same time
record the thrust and tension,
ROCKET
NUMBER
1
2
3
4

BURNING
TIME [SEC]

PROPELLANT
WEIGHT [G]

AVERAGE
THRUST [N]

17
107.1
8.03
30
223.5
9.49
10
452.2
57.73
Table 4. Testing results for R-Candy rocket motors[29]

TOTAL
IMPULSE
[N.S]

MAXIMUM
THRUST[N]

136.58
284.65
577.33
-

18.09
39.48
50.00
-

METHODS :
A. The working principle of the Static Test Pad :
The static test cushions are normally used to test rocket engines andmotors of different sizes or types works in a methodical
way. A program runs both the engine start and information procurement frameworks to deliver time-settled push
information. It is established, in order to check any dynamic powers or pseudo powers as gravity following up on the body.
Presently, the succession by which the static test pad is started , is given by –[32]

FIG.6 SYSTEM DESIGN [32]
 Every one of the associations is made and verified. The load cell is mounted onto the
focal help shaft, and the
engine onto the mounts. Then formed base is laid on the ground if the level or the legs are joined in any case.
 Then, at that point, the heap cell is associated with the flight narrows, Arduino and enhancer are associated
alongside the Thermo coupler.
 An order is given through Arduino to begin the start by a wi-fi module that permits us to remotely initiate the
transfer. When the engine turns over, it applies the push along the even pivot equal; to the base, with exhaust
towards the side.
 The engine is fixed, because of the engine mounts. Subsequently, it will not dislodge, interpret or pivot, as the level
of opportunities is locked. The ball moves permit pivotal development to slide onto the load cell.
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 The load cell gathering is mounted to a decent pushed estimation test stand getting the motor. As the engine is
working, push is estimated with the heap cell.
 The rocket motor test stand mount forestalls any side stacking on the phone, guaranteeing the heap cell is just
getting hub loads.
 Because of this, it vibrates forward and backward, similar to an oscillator. The vibrations produce pressure in the
heap cell, as it is straightforwardly associated with the engine mount. This pressure would be changed over to a
computerized signal by the HX711 Board, which would be associated with the Arduino UNO by means of PCB as
it is a power transducer, and stress is force per unit region.
 Mass stream and Drag are caught with load cells. Thrust information can be live streamed and logged for checking
and later audit and correlation against reenacted models with outside capacity.
 All through the test, the information is constantly changed over from simple to advanced data, and we decide the
alignment factor, to check whether there is any blunder in any of the sensors.
 The testing consequently closes when the engine runs out of fuel. Thus, presently our static testing of the rocket
engine is done utilizing the static test pad.
Future work and perspectives:
The future work that was left forthcoming toward the finish of this venture is the accompanying, this segment is valuable
to demonstrate and depict softly the accompanying essential and necessary exercises to be conveyed out:
• Adjustment of the sensors: the load cell is functional after this undertaking however when mounted to the test stand
should be adjusted. There are two ways to deal with adjustment, an actual alignment which is guaranteeing that the cell
isn't exposed to any counterbalance loads such as weight or underlying tensional stress, additionally ensuring that there are
no gratings or components that can change the readings; then there is the product approach which is the examination of
the outcomes and from the testing with different known loads or loads, the subtraction of the powers that don't come from
the rocket engine, as counterbalances or commotion.
• Warm review and warm assurance of the parts and landscape that are exposed to the exhaust of the rocket engine. It is
important to conform to the well-being regularizing and to work securely that no combustible materials are on the area or
in the stand, and assuming this is the case that they are appropriately safeguarded.
• Assurance safeguard or plate, this was commentated in this task however not yet planned and worked for an absence of
assets. It is vital that security punctured the plate to shield it from shrapnel.
• The reasonable rocket should be developed or purchased and a pre-flight examination of the speculative execution and
conduct considered, static investigation and dynamic examination.
• Start frameworks should be contemplated and applied to the rocket engine.
• Testing of the test stands under genuine circumstances with the fundamental security safety measures. All things
considered, one might say that this is an extremely intricate venture with a lot of enhancements that should be possible
furthermore, with a brilliant future and great possibilities situated in the outcomes got in this review. For this, it is
reasoned that this has been an extremely compensating experience, which caused the creator to gain some significant
knowledge and extend his insight into various entrancing rocketry-related regions.
Conclusion:
According to studied papers, it has been calculated the state of the art and the previous history regarding the construction
of test stands for rockets. Also, it has been reviewed the different designs present in the aerospace community and related
organizations and administrations. Thereafter it has been made a preliminary study to obtain some design parameters and
requirements that the test stand should comply with. Different designs have been made with different orientations and
approaches before arriving to the design chosen for a number of before-mentioned reasons. The electronic part of the stand
was approached and a study of alternatives was done in order to arrive to the most cost-effective solution. Then the
electronics were put together and it was checked that the system worked as predicted. The final design was subjected to a
number of studies to certify its operational capacity with the use of computer-aided numerical methods, in particular, the
Finite Element Analysis approach. The obtained results were acceptable and it simulated the good performance of the
structure under load conditions. Then the design was built by the use of commercially available materials and the process
was described. Also, the suitability of the material was studied.
X A checking device to carefully test the thrust force in a preparing rocket has been effectively fabricated.
X The thrust force information could be gotten precisely and shown in a type of illustration.
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X The estimation of thrust power and ignition time can be investigated to appraise the movement distance and speed of the
rocket.
X lighter how much charge is utilized, the higher will be the got most extreme thrust force distance furthermore, speed of
the rocket.
X The related thrust force, assessed distance furthermore, and speed of the rocket utilizing the reasonable measure of force
mass can be tracked down utilizing the standard of the mass scale-proportion.
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